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Dear ISCS community,

Although Respect, Excellence and Global Mindset are our school values, our overall goal is to provide an environment where every single
person feels happy, comfortable and safe. Break and lunch times are important moments of the day when our students can communicate
with each other in a more relaxed manner than when they are in lessons. For that reason, the spaces used during those periods are very
important for us. So, for instance, today, we celebrated a whole school assembly in our new indoor sports area. This will be a multipurpose
area where students will have the equipment to enhance their PE curriculum, practise different sports during break and lunch times, hold
various art expositions, assemblies, exams, along with a range of other activities and events. 
Moreover, we also have agreements to use other facilities around the school, which belong to the Gemeinde and SC Cham, where students
can relax and practise different sports. Promoting healthy habits is another key point in the education offered at ISCS. 
We are very happy to see how students and teachers interact together during these moments, in the aforementioned spaces. Without a
doubt, a perfect opportunity to strengthen relationships in our community.
This week, we also had important curriculum meetings with the families where we explained different important points related to
academics and others. By working together, we will always be stronger. 
Finally, we could enjoy the fantastic International Day of Languages, when our students could enjoy the broad range of nationalities we
have at ISCS. In fact, we have students from more than 40 different nationalities, which clearly proves our internationality. I would like to
thank Mr. Nayman for the organisation and the great assembly held last Tuesday. 

I wish all the community a lovely weekend. 

Warm regards,

Mr. Soto



 - PRIMARY NEWS -

With our brand new and super enthusiastic team of Frau Lehmeier and Frau Nayman, the students are not only working hard

in the classroom in their ability groups, they also have a permanent weekly lesson outside in our “Waldschule” (forest school)

in the nearby Zuki area in the Lorzenpark where they learn about nature and design all in German - amazing! Whatever the

weather, forest school in German is always on! Jeden Dienstag!

IThrough our partnership with this purpose-built Forest School, our outdoors German curriculum serves an educational
purpose, enhancing and enriching our children’s learning. Real-world learning brings the benefits of formal and informal
education together and reinforces meaningful language learning through acquiring knowledge and skills through real-life,
practical or hands-on activities.
We are providing weekly, enjoyable and challenging opportunities for all children to learn and apply German outdoors by
engaging in a range of activities, from following instructions for den-building, to vegetable collecting and racing rafts that the
children have designed (all through the German language).



 - PRIMARY NEWS -



- MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS -
In Y8-Y9 in Frau Sauer’s group, students have been working on their market stall role plays and developing menu cards,
whilst students in Mr Nayman’s group have been studying “Blackout”, a short story by Reinhold Ziegler before completing a
storyboard summary of the tale using the imperfect tense - according to the students, it’s more fun than it sounds!



- HIGH SCHOOL NEWS -
The Y10 and Y11 students in Frau Sauer’s class have made a start in practising for their oral exams whilst the students

in Mr Nayman’s groups have been reading a short story called “Die Brücke before performing a short play based on

the story. 

The Y12 A Level students have been turning their attention to the topic of Culture and Traditions and we hope to

arrange a visit to a Synagogue in Zürich to explore the meanings of handwriting, language and Traditions in Judaism.

Exciting stuff!



- INTERNATIONAL DAY OF
LANGUAGES -



Weekly Agenda
Monday, 29

Whole school activity

Early Years activity

Primary activity

Middle School activity

High School activity

Check all events in our online calendar 
https://iscs-zug.ch/en/2023-24-iscs-calendar/ 

Week: 2nd -6th October

Monday, 2nd

Key Stage 2 Football Competition

Wednesday, 4th

Y9 - Urban sketching in Cham

Whole School Assembly for students

World Poetry Day
ISCS Talks-Nutrition and healthy habits-9am. Event open for families and people in general to attend

Thursday, 5th

Friday, 6th

https://www.sagecollege.eu/calendar/
https://www.sagecollege.eu/calendar/
https://iscs-zug.ch/en/2023-24-iscs-calendar/
https://iscs-zug.ch/en/2023-24-iscs-calendar/


SCHOOL LUNCH-Week of the 2nd of October

Friday

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Pizza Margherita

Lachstranche (NO) ASC
Risotto nature

Blattspinat
Basilikumrahm Sauce

Hacktätschli Grosis Art (CH)
Müscheli dreifarbig

Braune Sauce
Randengemüse

Poulet-Wienerli im Blätterteig (CH)
Grüne Bohnen

Rindsgeschnetzeltes Bratensauce (CH)
Kartoffelstock

* The menu is complemented with salad (everyday) and dessert (fruit from Monday to Thursday, and cake
on Fridays).


